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ABSTRACT
Healthcare organizations store patient records (EMR, EHR, and
PHR) in electronic formats to recall urgent information about the
patients. The sharing of the health record is very much important to
make urgent decisions about the individuals care and quality treat-
ment. Unlike other database systems, healthcare repository systems
have distinct features. Data accesses here are localized most, not
performed for all patients equally and from different locations at a
time, etc. As a result, managing the distributed databases contain-
ing health data using a traditional database management system
(DBMS) is not a better choice. This article proposes an architec-
ture to manage nodes by keeping transparency and share data by
identifying the distinctive features of the healthcare systems. As
the volume of the patient data is increasing hugely in the medi-
cal sector, other pressing issues are reducing memory consumption
and managing replication to ensure data reliability. This article also
proposes a new replication strategy by relating to the proposed ar-
chitecture to reduce the number of replicas, network overhead, and
memory consumption without compromising performance. The ex-
periment result shows that the proposed system outperforms the
existing conventional systems.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Healthcare data collected from a patient for treatment purposes
by a physician are stored in electronic format to use later eas-
ily. The healthcare databases contain three types of electronic
health records (EMR, EHR, and PHR) and scatter in different loca-
tions. Electronic Medical Records (EMR) include pharmaceutical
records, clinical laboratory results, patient diagnosis, disease pro-
gression, etc. and managed by the specialists of a single health-
care organization. Electronic Health Records (EHR) are informa-
tion that consists of healthcare data from different organizations
managed by the provider. Personal Health Records (PHR) are the
information that is created by the patient and gathered by them-
selves from physicians, labs, etc. to track their health information.

The sharing of the health record is very much important to make
urgent decisions about the individuals care and quality treatment [4]
[6]. The sharing of health data from different sources also reduces
the treatment cost significantly due to the availability of previous
reports.
However, the existing systems that use traditional database man-
agement system (DBMS) to interconnect distributed databases, es-
pecially healthcare databases, and share data among them could
not provide a better solution. In existing database management sys-
tems, each site keeps a local DBMS. Each site also keeps a copy of
the distributed DBMS and its associated global data directory. The
data directory consists of the location of all data and the database
related information. Each request from users is first sent to the as-
sociated global data directory to determine whether the transaction
is local or global [15]. This strategy reduces the performance of the
large-scale data management system because the global data direc-
tory here contains huge data that is checked for each user request.
Another pressing issue is the volume of patient data increasing
hugely in the medical sector. So, the number of replicas should be
small to reduce memory consumption. The traffic numbers among
replicas should be also small as much as possible to decrease the
concurrency management time and the network overhead.
Moreover, the owner of the health organizations is not a single one.
So, health organizations would require a contract over the world
for authorization to store replicas in different nodes. But, who will
come forward for an initiative to contract globally, and how is it
possible? These questions lead to a bunch of problems mentioned
below.

(1) Some healthcare organizations could have a huge amount of
data that needs a large volume of storage, while others could
have very few data. So, all organizations would not contribute
equally to develop the healthcare system.

(2) There are many small organizations that have no enough re-
sources to store replicas according to existing replication meth-
ods. Adaptive replication strategy, one of the existing tech-
niques, can make replicas considering the size discussed in
section 4.4. However, big organizations would not agree to
give space to small organizations for creating replicas globally
without any negotiation or interest.

(3) As per existing replication procedures, small organizations
have to update their system. Say, some organizations may able
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to update their system as a world standard, but others may not
agree to change their system that would make a barrier to share
data from small organizations.

(4) Some organizations may wish to give a proportion of amount to
worldwide big healthcare organizations to keep their replicas,
but who would take responsibility to measure that proportion.
Ultimately, small organizations could want to keep them back
from such hazards.

This issue could be solved by limiting replication creation among
localized scattered databases.
As a result, a generic architecture is highly needed to manage the
healthcare distributed databases in a different strategy because the
nature of health systems is different from other systems in terms of
data accesses. The healthcare systems have some distinct features.
Data accesses here are localized most, and not performed for all
patients equally and from different locations at a time, etc. detailed
in section 3.
To solve the above issues, in this study, we propose an architecture
to interconnect nodes keeping transparency and manage data by
considering the distinctive features of the healthcare systems. The
proposed architecture could open a way to interconnect nodes of
the patient databases scattered in different places. Users can access
data from anywhere in the world after registering them under an
organization.
This article also proposes a new replication strategy limiting the
replica creation among localized databases to reduce the number of
replicas, network overhead, and memory consumption.
Finally, the NS3 simulator is used to check the concurrency control
management time, network overhead, and memory consumption of
various existing replication strategies as well as our proposed repli-
cation method. The proposed system performs better than the ex-
isting conventional systems.
The remaining of the article is organized as follows. Section 2
presents significant related works. Section 3 describes the distinct
features of the healthcare system and design considerations. Sec-
tion 4 summarizes the existing replication strategies and their prob-
lems. Section 5 details the proposed architecture and Area-based
Replication (ARB) technique. Section 6 explains the methodology
of the experiment. Section 7 analyzes the data found from the sim-
ulator and shows the comparison among the proposed system and
existing ones. Section 8 presents the limitation and solution. Fi-
nally, section 9 includes a conclusion summarizing the work.

2. RELATED WORK
The researchers are working to manage databases of health organi-
zations globally for sharing and accessing data from remote places.
OmniPHR [23] proposes a system to distribute health records using
a well-known Chord algorithm. The main problem of OmniPHR is
that the data have to be located in the model-enabled paths and
must match with the standard supported by this model. Harika [7]
provides a model to integrate health records using Blockchain tech-
nology. Kumari [12] also presents an architectural model using
Blockchain integrating with wireless body area network (WBAN)
to transfer the health data among different users. However, the ap-
plication of each node must be updated in Blockchain and it doesnt
allow redesign employing a strict logic. An E-health framework of
the healthcare ecosystem is proposed to inter-operate patients data
among individuals or consumers [5]. But this system is only fo-
cused on the existing E-health system of China. A P2P-based open
health cloud is introduced to manage medicine and integrate var-
ious health data [2]. This system uses a master node like a Na-

meNode of Hadoop. However, the whole system goes down when
the master node crashes as the slave nodes are managed from here
[17]. Besides, the data duplication may corrupt the data and arise
noise that will prevent the correct services later. Shen et al. [24] pro-
pose a data-sharing scheme, MedChain, that leverages two separate
networks: a peer-to-peer network for storage and a blockchain net-
work. But this architecture is designed based on structured P2P net-
work techniques and its responsiveness time increases with increas-
ing numbers of directory nodes. Moreover, considering the various
problems, several researchers try to tackle replication issues and
develop different solutions. Some of the strategies are very simple,
while others are complex to design, all proving different levels of
efficiency. Most of the replications of data are supported by the sys-
tems, in which data is replicated at a node even though the node has
not requested the data [25].
Awang et al. [1] focus on an Affinity Replica Selection Mecha-
nism (ARSM) based on correlated or affine files that have common
features accessed by different users. However, the patients’ data
are individual for each and can not access by different users at a
time. Some articles [16] [13] [27] cite the random replica placement
methods by placing replicas randomly without considering the ne-
cessity of data access. Those methods lead to an unbalanced load
of data on sites and store replicas in a long network distance that
affects the system data transmission performance [14]. OmniPHR
[23] use Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs) for replication, which is
structured overlays [18] [8] [10] [9]. Though the path replication
strategy improves data availability, it may create an imbalance load
and can not guarantee a fixed number of replicas [20]. Qi et al. [20]
also provide a replication idea based on dividing the network into
different zones, which does not also bring benefits for healthcare
data for its access dominant locally. Purnama and Ashari [19] de-
scribe a concept of the distributed system for patient data where the
replication creates in different nodes when patients signing up from
those nodes like owner replication strategy. The number of replicas
here increases in proportion to the number of signing up from dif-
ferent nodes. The problem is that patient may visit physically for
authentication to access data from another node.

3. DISTINCT FEATURES OF THE HEALTHCARE
SYSTEM

The healthcare database management system should be different by
considering data access from other traditional distributed database
management systems. Normally this database is highly personal; on
the other hand, doctors need patient records in case of emergency.

3.1 Distinct Features
The main distinguishing features are mentioned below:

Local or area-based access rather than global Data accesses per-
form from the local database or Data accesses limit area basis on
a group of databases in most cases; because the major patients
take consultancy from local or nearer hospitals surrounding their
city. In very few cases, data are accessed by users globally when
the patient goes outside.

Data access not frequent for all patients All patients require to
register their ID to the database to keep their information. Many
patients need to go frequently to the doctor due to their physical
severity, but others go for one or two times for general illness. So
data against each ID would not access equally for all patients.

Data access not at a time There is less possibility to access data
from different places at a time, as the patient can take treatment
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from one place at a moment. So, globally replication placement
is not a great issue in the healthcare system, which arises in-
consistency, consumes more disk spaces, expensive concurrency
control, and network overhead.

3.2 Design Consideration
Consideration of distinct features of healthcare data provides some
flexibility to design a new system. The distributed systems use
replication to ensure data availability, but it also arises drawbacks
like inconsistency including extra memory space. Therefore, a kind
of system that could reduce the replicas as much possible can miti-
gate inconsistency and network overload as well as memory loss.
The distinct features of the healthcare system discussed in section 3
give support to design an architecture avoiding the replica creation
globally for sharing medical data described below:

—As less data is accessed globally in the health care system, fewer
data move over the networks due to access data stored in local-
ized servers most of the time. So, the replication of records is not
urgent globally in healthcare systems, which arises inconsistency
and consumes huge memory space.

—Making ID Index differently for localized patients and global pa-
tients allows users to access data swiftly by identifying database
information. Also, location transparency could be managed au-
tomatically by maintaining location addresses where data stored
against patient ID.

—As all patients do not need regular consultancy, only those who
are in severe illness go frequently for treatment, so data search
could be fast by keeping frequent access data on top of the in-
dexing.

—As one patient generally takes consultancy from one physician
at a time, so it would not require partition tolerance according
to the CAP theorem to support multiple accesses. However, the
feature of partition tolerance to a system arises inconsistency.

—According to the CAP theorem, if many replicas are created of
data to ensure availability, consistency management among more
nodes takes much time that increases latency. As most are lo-
cal access, the replication could be maintained among neighbor
nodes by grouping on a small scale to ensure data availability
that provides data access at low latency.

—A great challenge of data replication is managing updates with
a low cost when assuring system consistency globally. Avoiding
data replication globally could support to update data at a low
cost. Here an Index Servers could be designed by taking the list
of patient IDs with only location addresses of data, which could
help to manage consistency easily by avoiding global data repli-
cation.

Therefore, we could consider the flexible points to reduce network
overhead, save memory space, and control inconsistency. We could
also take into account those to give location transparency, avoid
partition tolerance, search swiftly through indexing with low la-
tency.

4. EXISTING REPLICATION STRATEGY AND ITS
PROBLEMS

The replication strategy is a process to create identical copies of
data and store these copies at different distributed repositories or
sites for ensuring data availability and improving data access per-
formance. There are some exiting replication strategies used to en-
sure data reliability in the distributed environment. However, the

existing techniques arise drawbacks, such as inconsistency control,
huge memory consumption, network overhead, etc. for their large
size of replicas and placement in nodes.
We below describe some existing methods used mostly to create
the replica:

4.1 Owner Replication
The owner replication strategy creates the replicas of data only at
the requesting node [16]. As per the technique, the replica surges
in number in proportion to the increasing number of data requests.
Besides, this technique takes a lot of time to propagate replicas over
the network.

4.2 Path Replication
This strategy replicates the data on all nodes along the data trans-
mission path from the source node contained data to the requesting
node [16]. The path replication method is used in many distributed
systems for its easy implementation and good search performance.
However, it creates a very large number of replicas that make sys-
tem inconsistency and waste more memory spaces.

4.3 Path Random Replication
The Path Random Replication is introduced as the number of repli-
cas created by Path Replication can become very large eventually
than necessary to achieve the required performance and waste stor-
age. The Random Replication strategy scatters the replicas on the
intermediate nodes with a ratio in random order on the way for each
requested data [27]. The ratio of the replicas is determined in ad-
vance. In contrast to Path Replication, Path Random Replication is
more complex to implement.

4.4 Path Adaptive Replication
The Path Replication and Path Random Replication may still cause
much imbalance load as data is stored without checking the re-
source status. In the Path Adaptive Replication strategy, the replicas
are created in the data transmission path depending on the predeter-
mined replication ratio and node resource status, such as available
storage capacity [27]. In this method, the drawback is that some
attributes of other nodes like bandwidth are not considered for se-
lecting nodes where replica hosted that may increase replica prop-
agation time. It could also surge replicas by increasing the number
of data requests.
There are some other replication methods, such as Proportional
Replication, Square Root Replication, Dynamic Model-driven
Replication, Dynamic Replication scheme, etc. The Proportional
Replication method creates the replicas for each object that is pro-
portional to its query distribution [26]. Square Root Replication
makes replicas of an object is proportional to the square root of
their query distribution [3]. In Dynamic Model-driven Replication,
each node applies the strategy to its replication status and system
state to get information if, when, and where the new replicas should
be created [22]. Dynamic Replication technique generates the repli-
cas to remote nodes based on the access of files frequently or if any
request is done from a node to make replica [21].
Though all of those having their some advantages and disadvan-
tages are chosen to provide data reliability for different systems
according to their nature, those are not fit for the medical system
for having its distinct features. For instance, Proportional Repli-
cation could create replicas into less performing nodes and become
very large in number, Square Root Replication could be created into
the node queried infrequently, Dynamic Model-driven Replication
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may copy extra replicas in the more event of node simultaneously,
Dynamic Replication scheme does not provide suitable criteria for
the selection of target node for hosting replica. Therefore, a new
replication strategy, proposed here, could provide a better solution
for the healthcare system without making replication globally and
without negotiation for using each-others repositories among orga-
nizations over the world. The new strategy only needs permission
to share and access data.

5. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE
In the case of patient records, we have found some specific prob-
lems in exiting presentations. To overcome these problems, we pro-
pose a new architecture, Localized Databases’ Group-based Archi-
tecture (LDGBAR). This section presents an overview of that new
architecture and a new replication strategy (Area-based Replica-
tion) designed for the healthcare system.

5.1 Localized Databases’ Group-based Architecture
(LDGBAR)

The proposed architecture, LDGBAR, focuses on the management
of different healthcare databases distributed in different places. The
goal of this architecture is to allow users remote access to health
records (EMR, EHR, and PHR) logically like from a centralized
system. That means that the data could be stored in different lo-
cations by different healthcare organizations, and the user could
access data from remote places. Also, this architecture facilitates
the patients and healthcare providers to keep data on repositories
avoiding data duplication. The ID Index Server, a kind of server
of the proposed architecture, restricts the generating of this data
duplication. Fig. 1 shows the details of the architecture. In exist-
ing database management systems, each site keeps both a local and
distributed DBMS as well as its associated global data directory.
The data directory consists of the location of data and database re-
lated information. Each user request is first sent to the associated
global data directory to determine whether the transaction is local
or global. Instead, in our proposed architecture, every time searches
a short data directory created from localized databases for a user re-
quest, which saves time. In this case, the proposed architecture is
designed by considering the distinct features of healthcare data. In
the absence of data in localized databases, the system checks the
global data directory from the ID Index Server that keeps the ID
of the registered patients globally and database related information
only.
The architecture consists of some components that are introduced
below.
ID Index Server (IIS)
ID Index Server is responsible for keeping an index of all IDs of the
patients from EMR, EHR, and PHR servers with its address loca-
tions where the data stored. The Index of ID Index Server here acts
as a global data dictionary of DDBMS. As data replication is not
urgent globally for having distinct features of medical records, the
Index of those Servers only consists of all registered patient IDs and
databases’ related information instead of data. These servers main-
tain a peer-to-peer replication approach so that the update of any
local server ID could write to all ID Index Servers. In the proposed
architecture, the ID Index Server is called by DDBMS to search
index in the absence of data in the group of the localized databases.
It notes that the replications of data are maintained among a group
of location-based databases only to ensure data availability.
PHR ID Server
PHR ID Servers keep IDs of the patient along with their data, who

control their healthcare data.
EMR ID Server
These servers also keep the patient IDs and their pharmaceutical
records, clinical laboratory results, patient diagnosis, disease pro-
gression, etc. managed by the specialists of a single healthcare or-
ganization.
EHR ID Server
These servers also contain the patient IDs and their healthcare data
from different organizations managed by the provider.
User
Patients, Physicians, Clinicians, Professionals, Providers, Insurers,
Nurses, etc. are the general users of the system.
According to Fig. 1, the user makes a direct connection to a health-
care data server that is also connected with an ID Index Server,
which is shown by a solid thin line. The network of replication
made locally is indicated by a solid medium line with a dotted cir-
cle. The localized nodes (databases’ group from an area or city)
created their replicas in each other, keep a Local ID Index. For
each user request, the system first searches that Local ID Index
for data. In the absence of data in localized databases, the system
searches data from global databases through IIS. Besides, a solid
bold line presents the network of replication made among ID Index
Servers that contains the index of the patient IDs and their location
addresses only without data. That network just forwards the user re-
quest made globally to the reference destination that is shown with
a dotted line.
It notes that an ID is automatically added with its location address
to the ID Index Server list when an ID is created in a database of the
healthcare system. The change is updated to all ID Index Server by
the system. When a user looks for its information, the system first
searches the Local ID Index of localized servers for doing desire
operation and updates the change to the replicated databases. In the
absence of data in the localized servers, it connects to the IIS to get
the ID of the intended patient and its reference locations where data
stored of that specific ID. After getting the reference location, the
connection of the ID Index Server will be released and connected to
the referenced servers to perform an operation where data is stored
of that patient.

5.2 Area-based Replication (ABR) Strategy
Data replica management is a pressing issue to ensure data reliabil-
ity as the volume of data is increasing hugely in the medical sector.
Our proposed Area-based replication strategy creates replicas on
neighbor nodes surrounding the source node of data depending on
the replication factor. The replication factor is an integer that in-
dicates how many replicas of data will be generated based on the
volume of data. Many remote areas where Internet speed is very
slow and after performing any local access, consistency manage-
ment among far nodes (or have more traffics between source and
destination) would be failed repeatedly. So, Area-based replication
would be more feasible for healthcare data for performing most ac-
cesses from local areas.
In the new replication technique, the system makes replicas in area
basis group of databases by reducing the number of replicas. As this
systems would contains small number replicas and have few traffic
among nodes, so the memory consumption and the network over-
head as the number of replicas is small comparatively [14]. The
network overhead would also be reduced to synchronize updated
data due to having a few traffic among nodes containing replicas.
Also, our proposed architecture would ensure low latency accord-
ing to the CAP theorem due to managing consistency only among
local nodes [11].
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Fig. 1. Management approach of different healthcare databases (EMR, EHR and PHR) as area basis

Moreover, our proposed architecture keeps an ID Index Server for
searching data quickly. Therefore, Area-based replication does not
limit the performance of global access. For instance, a patient from
Bangladesh may go to India for treatment, and the Indian doctor
could access the previous data of that patient. According to the
existing replication approaches, if this operation makes replicas
on the way from Bangladesh’s source node to Indian’s destination
node, it will consume a huge amount of storage and ultimately in-
crease consistency maintenance overhead. The system would not
here need to make replicas in those nodes because the patient back
in their home country and the replica will not frequently access
from there in later. So creating replication on global nodes limit the
performance instead of increasing it.

Besides, this new replication strategy that limits the creation of the
replicas among localized databases gives system transparency to
the local organizations to run their system without suffering the
hazard globally. As the system makes replicas in an area basis
group of databases and contains a small number of replicas, the
memory consumption would be small [14]. The network overhead
would also be reduced to synchronize updated data due to having
a few traffic among local nodes containing replicas. Also, the pro-
posed architecture would ensure low latency according to the CAP
theorem for managing consistency among local nodes only [11].
As a result, our proposed ABR outperforms the existing strategies
to reduce concurrency complexity, network overhead, memory con-
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sumption, and uses an ID index server for accessing global data to
decrease the searching time.

6. METHODOLOGY
In this study, we conducted our experiment using NS3 Simulator
over 250 nodes to analyze and compare data as per our strategy.
The purpose of the experiment was to find out concurrency control
management time, network overhead, and memory consumption of
various replication strategies as well as our replication method. We
here made 15 accesses for each replication technique from different
nodes placed in different locations. The nodes were designed using
random delay for routing the data. So, we repeated the same step
10 times for each access to get the average data. Also, we took 15
accesses with a varied number of nodes as per the rules of differ-
ent replication methods. The 70% replicas of the Path Replication
technique was created for the Path Random Replication, whereas
20% less for Path Adaptive Replication from Path Random Repli-
cation. To analyze data, traces and packet capture files were cre-
ated from every access using the EnablePcap() method and Create-
FileStream() method of AsciiTraceHelper class. Finally, the Trace-
metrics tool and Wireshark analyzer were used for analyzing data
from the above files. In the time of analysis, the three issues (con-
currency control management time, network overhead, and mem-
ory consumption) are taken into consideration. The analyzed data
are listed to compare those issues among various replication strate-
gies as well as the proposed method.

7. DATA ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
The data received from the experiment are analyzed and compared
among different existing replication strategies as well as our pro-
posed methods. We show the comparison results below performed
by considering concurrency management time, network overhead,
and memory consumption.

7.1 Comparison of Concurrency Control Time
We compare the concurrency control time among different exist-
ing replication strategies to demonstrate how much the proposed
replica method provides better performance than existing ones. In
Fig. 2, we can see that the gap of the delay for concurrency man-
agement of all strategies is small at the starting of the accesses.
The delay of Path Replication increases sharply with increasing the
access numbers, while that of Path Random Replication and Path
Adaptive Replication increases moderately. Though the rising pace
for Owner Replication and Area-based Replication is small, the
proposed replication strategy shows better performance. It notes
that the delay of the Owner Replication will increase more with
increasing the number of accesses.

7.2 Comparison of Network Overhead
Fig. 3 describes the comparison of the network overhead caused by
different replica strategies. We can see from the figure that the net-
work overhead of the various methods increases gradually with in-
creasing the number of accesses except for our proposed replication
technique. The overhead of our proposed technique indicates a sta-
ble state with an increasing number of queries. The gap in conges-
tion between Path Random Replication and Path Adaptive Replica-
tion shows small. Remarkably, the delay of the Owner Replication
that showed a smaller gap, and the Path Replication that indicated
a higher gap is around 4 times and 8 times more respectively than
our proposed strategy, Area-based Replication.
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7.3 Comparison of Memory Consumption
Fig. 4 presents the memory space consumed to store replicas by
the different strategies. From the figure, we can observe that the
Path Replication takes the highest amount of memory, while our
proposed system the lowest amount of that. It is noticeable that the
memory consumption of the Owner Path Replication strategy is a
bit lower, around twice of our proposed method, but that increases
with increasing numbers of requests.

8. LIMITATION AND SOLUTION
The system here stores data on an area basis. So, health organiza-
tions might take extra care to back up their data for retrieving data
after arising any problem in that area. One is that the health orga-
nizations keep a copy of data on another repository like a cloud
outside the localized area, but no transaction is performed there
by the system. Just the updated data would be stored there after a
certain time and restore if needed. The other is that the local orga-
nizing group could keep their data backup in their responsibility as
the data are stored location-wise; this has the benefit of retrieving
the system quickly without the interrupt of all global organizations
when the system unfortunately breaks. Therefore, The organiza-
tions that are agreed to ensure their data availability could keep
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data by their management, which actually could not affect the sys-
tem whether other organizations do.

9. CONCLUSION
In the article, we propose an architecture, Localized Databases
Group-based Architecture (LDGBAR), to share data by intercon-
necting the nodes of health organizations. This architecture could
open a way to manage the nodes of the patient databases (EHR,
EMR, PHR) scattered over the world. Users can access data swiftly
from anywhere in the world after registering them under an organi-
zation. The data of EHR, EMR, PHR seem to be centralized from
the viewpoint of healthcare users logically, but those databases are
physically decentralized. That means that the proposed architecture
ensures data availability from everywhere through managing the
databases distributed over the world by mitigating many problems
and barriers. The architecture could benefit from various aspects:
any organization could come under this healthcare system and con-
nect without any global negotiation; avoid the creation of duplicate
ID, etc.
We also present an Area-based Replication (ABR) strategy fitting
the nature of the patient data for reducing the numbers of replicas
and traffic among them. The performance evaluation of the pro-
posed replication method compared to existing replication methods
exposes several remarks. Performing the equal number of accesses,
the concurrency management time of the ABR technique outper-
forms the other existing replication methods. The network overhead
of the proposed technique shows around 25% of the smallest net-
work overhead of the existing ones. The memory consumption of
the ABR procedure is also reduced significantly than other meth-
ods. Besides, as we keep the replicas among localized databases
considering the distinct features of healthcare data, the network
overhead shows smaller than other traditional strategies. Moreover,
for storing replicas on nearer nodes and having control of data on a
local wised group, the system could be retrieved quickly in case of
crashes. The ABR also benefits the localized organizations’ system
transparency to run the system without suffering hazard globally.
Therefore, the proposed architecture and Area-based Replication
would be more feasible for healthcare data to manage distributed
databases and share data over the world by mitigating different
challenging issues.
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